
Your new LLB-472W-21-00 light has the capability of being remotely controlled and dimmed by the following 
methods:

Use any digital dimming switch or EPLEXTM controller you choose - 100% dimming capability
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DPDT (available from Lunasea or made yourself )
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Reversing the polarity (2 wire setup) - HI / LO capability

Technical Data
Part #
LLx-472W-21-00 - 12/24/32VDC
Natural White
   1000 / 500 Lumen
   11 / 5.5 Watt 

www.lunasealighting.com
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Now a new spreader light design that delivers. Designed for distance, engineered for quality. We have taken 
two of the brightest single point light source LEDs and married them with a lens that puts the light where you 
want it, on your boat deck! Most spreader lights cast a large quantity of light outside your boat while other 
LED’s spreader lights focus the little intensity they have on small areas. The Lunasea spreader light offers up a 
whopping 1000 lumens of light and focuses it from bow to stern. When the polarity is swapped on the power, 
the light dims down and allows for a beautiful night sipping on a drink or uses any digital dimming switch or 
EPLEX compatible dimmer to give you a full range of brightness. All this while only drawing 11 watts of 
power!

ENCLOSURE NOW IN
BAKED URETHANE WHITE



Voltage Range:  10-40VDC MAX  
Input Current  12VDC - .95A
   24VDC - .49A
Light Output:  Hi 1000 Lumen / Low 500 Lumen
Color Temp:  White - 4500K, 75 CRI 
LED   CREE
Environment:  IP67
Enclosure:  Cast Aluminum Anodized
    
Wiring:   See front page
Wire Length:  8 inches
Mounting:  #8 or M4 Screws
   3 - offset by 5 degrees forward or aft
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ILLUMINATION PATTERN
(light dispertion is greater Bow to Stern)

SPECIFICATIONS

Point the intensity of light where you want it
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